
EE-210. Signals and Systems

Homework 7∗

Spring 2010

Problems

Q1 Let H1 be the causal system described by the difference equation

w[n] =
7
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w[n− 1]− 1
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w[n− 2] + x[n− 1]− 1
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x[n− 2]

x[n] w[n] y[n]

H1 H2

Figure 1: Q1

(a) Determine the system H2 Fig. 1 so that y[n] = x[n]. Is the inverse system H2 causal?

(b) Determine the system H2 Fig. 1 so that y[n] = x[n − 1]. Is the inverse system H2

causal?

(c) Determine the difference equation for system H2 in part (a) and (b)

Q2 Let y(k) = sin (ωkT ), determine a so that y satisfies the difference equation

y(k)− ay(k − 1) + y(k − 2) = 0

Q3 (a) Determine the circular convolution between x[n] = {1̂, 1, 0, 0} and y[n] = {1̂, 1, 1, 1}
for N=4. Where α̂ represents the value of signal at n = 0 Verify the result by using
4-point DFT and IDFT.

(b) If you want to calculate the linear convolution of x[n] = {1, 1} and y[n] = {1, 1, 1}
using the fast Fourier transform (FFT). What is required minimum number of data
points N in the FFT calculation?
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Q4 Determine all possible signals x[n] and corresponding ROC associated with the two-sided
z-tranform

X(z) =
5z−1

(1− 2z−1)(3− z−1)

Q5 (a) The transfer function of a filter is

H(z) =
1

z + 4

and is valid of |z| < 4. Is the filter
i. causal?
ii. stable?

(b) Find the stable impulse response of a system with the transfer function

H(z) =
1

(z − 4)(z − 0.1)

Also, calculate the ROC where the expression is valid.

Q6 Let x[n] and y[n] be two sequences with

x[n] = 0 for n < 0, n ≥ 8
y[n] = 0 for n < 0, n ≥ 20

A 20-point DFT is performed on x[n] and y[n]. The two DFT’s are multiplied and an
inverse DFT is performed resulting in new sequence r[n].

(a) Which elements of r[n] correspond to a linear convolution of x[n] and y[n]?
(b) How should the procedure be changed so that all elements of r[n] correspond to linear

convolution of x[n] and y[n]?

Q7 A signal is fed to a system that down-sample the input signal by factor D. The input and
output are related by the equation

y[n] = {. . . , x̂[0], x[D], x[2D], x[3D], x[4D], . . .} = x[nD] n = 0,±1,±2,±3, . . .

(a) Find the DTFT of y[n]
(b) Find the z-transform of y[n]
(c) By removing samples in down-sampling, some information is lost. This loss of infor-

mation will lead to aliasing problems. Find H(f) so that aliasing can be avoided.
HINT DTFT: X(f) =

∑∞
n=−∞ x[n]e−j2πfn

Q8 Consider the system in Fig. 8:
If U and D are prime integers, find H(f) so that aliasing can be avoided. Also find Y (f).

Q9 If the filter h[n] = {1,0,0,5,0,0,3}, find g[n] such that both systems in Fig. 9 produce the
same output.
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x[m] y[n]
↑ U H(f) ↓ D

Figure 2: Q8

x[n] y[m]

↑ 2h[n] ↓ 3

x[n] y[m]
↑ 2 g[n]↓ 3

Figure 3: Q9
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